ALL ON FIRE
Words and Music by: Andrew Ehrenzeller
Key of E • 118 BPM • 4/4

Intro: 
|: | C[#] - E - | B - A - | C[#] - E - | B - A - |
| C[#] - E - | B - A - | C[#] - E - | B - A - |

Verse 1: 
No need to be alarmed by the rising tide.
By a love the knows no boundary lines.
We are safe from harm. We are sanctified
Whether east or west, You’re not hard to find.
|: | C[#] - E - | B - A - | C[#] - E - | B - A - |

Pre-Chorus: 
Well, every nation under the sun is taking part in a resurrection.
| E - - - | E[sus] - - - | E - - - | G[#] - - - |

Chorus 1: 
Hey, we’re all on fire.
All our days we’ll burn much brighter in the light of Your face.
| C[#] - E - | B - A - | C[#] - E - | B - A - |

Re-Intro: 
|: | C[#] - E - | B - A - | C[#] - E - | B - A - |

Verse 2: 
We’re moving forward like the hands of time
We’ve got a hunger only to be satisfied
Carried by our fathers. No one will be left behind.
By Your wonder; by Your miracles and signs.
| C[#] - E - | B - A - | C[#] - E - | B - A - |

Pre-Chorus: 
| E - - - | E[sus] - - - | E - - - | G[#] - - - |

Chorus 2: 
Hey, we’re all on fire.
In this city we’re all on fire with a love that wakes the dead.
All our days we’ll burn much brighter.
We’ll burn much brighter in the light of Your face.
| C[#] - E - | B - A - | C[#] - E - | B - A - |

Channel: 
|: | E/G[#] - - - | C[#] - - - | B - - - | A - - - |

Bridge: 
Woah. Every nation under the sun is taking part in Your resurrection.
| E/G[#] - - - | A - - - | E/G[#] - - - | F[#] - - - |

Every tribe and every tongue is taking part in Your resurrection.
| E/G[#] - - - | A - - - | B - - - |

Re-Intro: 
| C[#] - E - | B - A - | C[#] - E - | B - A - |

Chorus 3: 
| C[#] - E - | B - A - | C[#] - E - | B - A - |

Outro: 
| C[#] - E - | B - A - | C[#] - E - | B - A - |
ALL ON FIRE
Words and Music by: Andrew Ehrenzeller
Key of E • 118 BPM • 4/4

Intro:

| 1 - - - | 1SUS - - - | 1 - - - | 3MAJ - - - |

Verse 1:

No need to be alarmed by the rising tide.

| 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - | 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - |

By a love the knows no boundary lines.

| 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - | 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - |

We are safe from harm. We are sanctified

Whether east or west, You’re not hard to find.

Pre-Chorus:

| 1 - - - | 1SUS - - - | 1 - - - | 3MAJ - - - |

Verse 2:

Hey, we’re all on fire.

| 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - | 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - |

We are taking part in Your resurrection.

| 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - | 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - |

We’ll burn much brighter.

| 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - | 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - |

Hey, we’re all on fire.

| 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - | 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - |

We’re moving forward like the hands of time

| 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - | 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - |

We’ve got a hunger only to be satisfied

| 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - | 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - |

Carried by our fathers. No one will be left behind.

| 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - | 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - |

By Your wonder; by Your miracles and signs

| 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - | 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - |

Pre-Chorus:

Channel:

| 1/3 - - - | 6 - - - | 5 - - - | 4 - - - |

Bridge:

| 1/3 - - - | 4 - - - | 1/3 - - - | 2 - - - |

Woah. Every nation under the sun is taking part in Your resurrection.

| 1/3 - - - | 4 - - - | 5 - - - | - - - |

Every tribe and every tongue is taking part in Your resurrection.

Re-Intro:

| 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - | 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - |

Chorus 3:

| 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - | 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - |

| 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - | 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - |

Outro:

| 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - | 6 - 1 - | 5 - 4 - |
VERSE 1
C\(^\#\) M E B A C\(^\#\) M E B A
No need to be alarmed by the rising tide.
C\(^\#\) M E B A C\(^\#\) M E B A
We are safe from harm. We are sanctified
C\(^\#\) M E B A C\(^\#\) M E B A
By a love that knows no boundary lines.
C\(^\#\) M E B A C\(^\#\) M E B A
Whether east or west, You’re not hard to find.

PRE-C'HORUS
E E\(_{SUS}\) E G\(^\#\)
Every nation under the sun is taking part in Your resurrection.

CHORUS 1
C\(^\#\) M E B A C\(^\#\) M E B A
Hey. We’re all on fire.
C\(^\#\) M E B A C\(^\#\) M E B A
All our days we’ll burn much brighter in the light of Your face.

VERSE 2
We’re moving forward like the hands of time
Carried by our fathers. No one will be left behind.
We’ve got a hunger only to be satisfied
By Your wonder; by Your miracles and signs.

CHORUS 2
Hey, we’re all on fire.
All our days we’ll burn much brighter.
In this city we’re all on fire with a love that wakes the dead.
We’ll burn much brighter in the light of Your face.

BRIDGE
E/G\(^\#\) A E/G\(^\#\) F\(^\#\) M
Every nation under the sun is taking part in Your resurrection.
E/G\(^\#\) A B
Every nation under the sun is taking part in Your resurrection.